
Hands-free good vibrations: Meet the LELO F1S™ V2 pleasure console

Breaking the taboo and normalizing sex is essential to LELO, and now it is time to let the men start

breaking the taboo around the use of sex toys and self-love to fight the root of toxic masculinity -

unrealistic and outdated standards used to measure someone's worth.

It's a brave new world out there for men. Even though the sex industry has been focused on male pleasure

for decades, when it comes to sex toys, women were the ones who enjoyed their pick of the ever-new and

ever better sex toys. Men got the short end of the stick here. Not only have sex toys for men been treated

as a one-size-fits-all situation, but if they were to be considered real man they could not admit to what they

have on the nightstand. Luckily for LELO, sex positivity is one mission to rule them all. And sex positivity is for

both women and MEN.

Boys and their toys: Taking the pleasure to another level

Getting shortchanged in this department went on for a long time as men see talking about sex toys as a

big no-no. A large portion of our society still observes sex through the miasma that is toxic masculinity which

means that all those billions of people on this green Earth who identify as male will somehow be considered

less if they participate in this conversation. But what they often disregard is that male sex talk is all about a

man’s physical health, mental health, confidence, and even trust.  At the same time, the renaissance of

male sex toys satisfies a whole range of needs - beginning with health, immunity boost to relaxation. And

this is where LELO F1S™ V2 steps in.

LELO F1S™ V2 is LELO's second foray into sex tech as such. It is the next generation of the ultimate pleasure

toy, a penis sleeve created for thrill-seekers who want to explore optimal satisfaction. F1S™ V2 V2 has

double the strength, four uniquely designed program variations, and a softer, more flexible sleeve for a

wide range of shapes and sizes, and ten highly sensitive sensors allowing for performance feedback

through the LELO app, allowing you to build the most pleasurable set of programs for your ultimate orgasm.

With two powerful motors and an added soft, flexible sleeve, F1STM V2 is designed for deep and thorough

stimulation leading to an unforgettable experience for those who dare to try it. This award-winning pleasure

console is the leader in a booming male-oriented market as more and more men discover the benefits of

device-based orgasm. F1S™ V2 has been refined to offer extra power, creating a whole new sensation.

Through redesigning the internal mechanism, the power of the vibrations has been redistributed throughout

the sleeve and will have you asking for more, again and again.

Fully waterproof and USB rechargeable, it is equipped with SenSonic™ technology to help you explore your

pleasure. Instead of utilizing standard vibrations, one of the motors emits powerful sonic waves that

penetrate deep into the penis, making it feel like it is resonating pleasantly from all directions at once,
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instead of just tingling at the nerve endings of the penis at the skin surface. It will help you achieve the most

overwhelming orgasms of your life.

The enhanced m-cup design of F1STM V2 allows you to explore the inner workings of your pleasure with a

flexible sleeve and a more comprehensive range of sonic intensities. This open-interface sextech is

equipped with ten state-of-the-art sensors for real-time performance feedback through the LELO app - but

what you do with that data is entirely up to you. The app's main focus was to give the user an option to

build their pleasure programs. Download the iOS or Android SDK to develop your cyber sexy apps, sync

with the interactive world, and let your imagination drive you wild.

• Smart male trainer wirelessly connects to the interactive world

• SenSonicTM technology and ultra-powerful vibrations for exhilarating pleasure

• Cruise ControlTM maintains consistent intensity throughout play

• 100% waterproof & USB-rechargeable for portable use

• 1-year warranty & 10-year quality guarantee

RRP: LELO F1S™ V2: 219 euros/219 US dollars
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